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THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 
 
IN THE MATTER OF the Competition Act, RSC 1985, c C-34; 
 
AND IN THE MATTER OF the proposed acquisition by Rogers Communications Inc. of 
Shaw Communications Inc.; 
 
AND IN THE MATTER OF an application by the Commissioner of Competition for one 
or more orders pursuant to section 92 of the Competition Act. 
 
 
B E T W E E N : 
 

COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 
Applicant 

 
- and - 

 
 

ROGERS COMMUNICATIONS INC. AND 
SHAW COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

Respondents 
 

                                                - and - 
 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF ALBERTA AND 
VIDEOTRON LTD. 

Intervenors                                                                 

 

 
WITNESS STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE ASSAD 

  

 

1. I, Stephanie Assad, am a Competition Law Officer with the Digital Enforcement and 

Intelligence Branch of the Competition Bureau (the “Bureau”). Prior to starting in my 

current role, I was a Competition Law Officer with the Bureau’s Mergers and 

Monopolistic Practices branch from May 2021 to February 2022.  
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2. Between May 2021 and February 2022, I was assigned to the Bureau’s case team 

reviewing the proposed merger of Rogers Communications Inc. (“Rogers”) and 

Shaw Communications Inc. (“Shaw”) (the “Proposed Transaction”). During this 

time, my duties included participating in calls with market participants, reviewing 

responses to requests for information and supplementary information requests, and 

assisting in drafting requests for information.  

 

3. I make this witness statement in support  of the Commissioner of Competition’s (the 

“Commissioner”) application for an order under section 92 of the Competition Act, 

RSC 1985, c C-34 (the “Act”). 

 

4. On June 18, 2021, the Commissioner began an inquiry into the Proposed 

Transaction. 

 

5. On September 28, 2021, the Bureau case team issued a public request for 

information (the “RFI”) to help gather facts about the Proposed Transaction. I was 

one of the Bureau officers responsible for the drafting of the RFI. At the time of the 

issuance of the RFI, the Bureau was investigating whether the Proposed 

Transaction is likely to result in a substantial lessening or prevention of competition 

for mobile wireless, wireline internet, and broadcasting services. Attached as 

Exhibit “A” is a copy of the RFI. Attached as Exhibit “B” is a press release about 

the RFI issued by the Bureau on the same date.  

 
6. The RFI invited market participants and Canadians to submit information to assist 

the Bureau with its review of the Proposed Transaction. One purpose of the RFI was 

to seek a comprehensive set of perspectives on the impacts of the Proposed 

Transaction, including those of consumers of mobile wireless, wireline internet, and 

broadcasting services. The RFI allowed the Bureau to learn about the impacts of 

the Proposed Transaction from everyday Canadians who rely on these services 

without requiring the Bureau to directly reach out to individual consumers. 
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7. The Bureau requested that all those with information relevant to the topics described 

in the RFI to provide submissions through a web-form on the Bureau’s website 

located at the following address: https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-

bc.nsf/frm-eng/MBED-C47KMR. Submissions made through the web-form were 

automatically sent to an e-mail inbox monitored by the Bureau. These e-mails were 

then electronically preserved and uploaded to Nuix Discover. Officers on the 

Bureau’s case team would then review the submissions. 

 
8. The Bureau imposed a deadline of October 29, 2021 for responses to the RFI. As 

of October 29, 2021, the Bureau received 315 submissions in response to the RFI, 

.  These 

submissions were received from self-identified residential customers, business 

customers, wholesale customers, competitors, and industry and/or economic 

experts. However, the majority (286 submissions) were from self-identified 

residential customers. 

 
9. I reviewed all 315 submissions received by the Bureau in response to the RFI. 244 

of the submissions express a critical view of the Proposed Transaction. 10 of the 

submissions express a favourable view of the Proposed Transaction. 61 of the 

submissions do not express a either a critical or favourable view of the Proposed 

Transaction.  

 

10. In particular, 292 submissions in response to the RFI were marked by the 

respondents as relating to wireless services. Out of those, 239 of the submissions 

express a critical view of the Proposed Transaction; and 53 express a favourable 

view.   

 

 

 

Signed, this 22nd day of September, 2022            

        Stephanie Assad 

        

Assad, 
Stephanie

Digitally signed by 
Assad, Stephanie 
Date: 2022.09.22 
14:09:53 -04'00'
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Request for Information: Rogers
Communications Inc. / Shaw
Communications Inc.
September 2021

A Request for Information published by the Bureau is not a �nal
decision about a proposed merger, but provides the Bureau’s areas of
investigation that may bene�t from information from market
participants and Canadians. The Bureau’s investigation of the
Proposed Acquisition is ongoing and no conclusions have been
reached at this time.

The Bureau encourages all those with relevant information to
con�dentially share their information or experiences with the Bureau by
October 29, 2021.

On this page:



Purpose

About the Competition Bureau’s Request for Information

About the Bureau’s merger review process

About the Bureau’s review of the Rogers/Shaw merger

Overview of the topics on which the Bureau is seeking information
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Purpose

About the Competition Bureau’s Request for Information

The Competition Bureau (Bureau) is an independent law enforcement
agency that has the power to bring matters before the Competition
Tribunal or the courts, where it believes that the Competition Act has been
contravened. In order to arrive at such a conclusion, the Bureau conducts a
thorough examination of the facts. The determination of whether a merger
contravenes the Competition Act rests with the Competition Tribunal or the
courts.

A public Request for Information provides an opportunity for all interested
parties to provide information to advance the Bureau’s examination of the
facts relating to its investigation. While the Bureau contacts a broad cross

Provision of mobile wireless services

Competition for consumer and small business internet services

Competition for transport services

Downstream competition among BDUs and other content viewing
platforms

Competition for carriage on BDUs and OTT platforms

Provision of RDU services

How to make a submission to the Bureau

Glossary

How to contact the Competition Bureau

Footnotes
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section of market participants as part of all complex merger investigations,
it will not always be practical or possible to contact a comprehensive set of
interested stakeholders through proactive outreach. This Request for
Information o�ers the opportunity to such stakeholders to bring
information to the Bureau’s attention.

A Request for Information published by the Bureau is not a �nal decision
about a proposed merger and does not present the Bureau’s conclusions in
respect of a particular proposed merger, but provides the Bureau’s areas of
investigation that may bene�t from information from market participants
and Canadians.

About the Bureau’s merger review process

The goal of a merger investigation is to obtain the necessary evidence for
careful analysis and consideration before reaching a conclusion as to
whether a merger is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially.

As part of the Bureau’s normal approach in examining a complex merger,
the Bureau seeks information from a wide range of industry participants,
such as suppliers, competitors, industry associations, customers and
industry experts to inform its consideration of many di�erent factors,
including, the de�nition of the relevant market and the level of
concentration and remaining competition in the market.

When a merger is likely to prevent or lessen competition substantially, the
Bureau can attempt to negotiate an agreement to resolve competition
concerns with the merging parties without proceeding to litigation before
the Competition Tribunal. This approach enables a less costly and faster
resolution of the matter where possible.
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Where a consensual resolution is not possible, the Bureau will not
compromise its responsibility to preserve competition in the marketplace.
If the Bureau determines that a merger is likely to substantially a�ect
competition, it may apply to the Competition Tribunal for an order to
prevent, dissolve or alter the merger.

It is di�cult to determine in advance how long a particular merger review
will take to complete as the Bureau evaluates the steps that need to be
taken on a case-by-case basis. On all reviews that it conducts, the Bureau
works with merging parties to complete its reviews as expeditiously as
possible.

The Bureau is required by law to conduct its work con�dentially and
therefore cannot share information regarding the status of a review
including anticipated timing for a particular review.

About the Bureau’s review of the Rogers/Shaw merger

On March 15, 2021 Rogers Communications Inc. (Rogers) announced that it
is proposing to acquire Shaw Communications Inc. (Shaw) (the Proposed
Acquisition). The Bureau is currently investigating whether the Proposed
Acquisition is likely to result in a substantial lessening or prevention of
competition for services provided by the companies, including mobile
wireless, wireline and broadcasting services.

As part of its investigation, the Bureau invites interested parties to submit
information to assist in its assessment of the potential competitive impacts
of the Proposed Acquisition. This Request for Information identi�es areas
in which the Bureau is seeking information to advance its investigation.
However, the Bureau remains open to considering additional information.
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Depending on the volume of information received, the Bureau may not be
able to respond to each interested party but the information received will
be thoroughly reviewed and considered.

The Bureau’s investigation of the Proposed Acquisition is ongoing and no
conclusions have been reached at this time.

Overview of the topics on which the Bureau
is seeking information

Provision of mobile wireless services

Rogers provides mobile wireless services, including pre-paid and post-paid
plans to consumers across Canada, under the Rogers, Fido, and Chatr
brands. Shaw provides mobile wireless services, including pre-paid and
post-paid plans to consumers in parts of BC, AB and ON under the Shaw
and Freedom brands. Rogers and Shaw compete directly to provide mobile
wireless services in parts of BC, AB, and ON.

The Bureau seeks information from interested parties to advance its
investigation of mobile wireless services with a view to determining
whether the Proposed Acquisition is likely to substantially prevent or lessen
competition in mobile wireless services. In particular, interested parties
may wish to provide information on the following topics, as they relate to
the provision of mobile wireless services:

The impact of the Proposed Acquisition on price, quality of service,
promotions, or any other variable on which providers compete.

How, and the extent to which, each of Rogers and Shaw react to each
other and other competitors in terms of pricing, quality of service,
promotions, or any other variable on which providers compete.
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The impact of Shaw’s (Freedom Mobile) recent expansion and network
investments on price, quality of service, promotions, or any other
variable on which providers compete.

The impact of recent entry or expansion by any mobile wireless
provider in Canada on price, quality of service, promotions, or any
other variable on which providers compete.

Any variation in prices, quality (including network quality), product
o�erings, and promotions among di�erent regions of Canada (e.g.
Eastern Canada and Western Canada).

How competitive dynamics among mobile wireless providers in Canada
may be impacted by the Proposed Acquisition, including with regard to
existing network sharing relationships in the marketplace or dynamic
competition as new products and technologies come to market.

The importance of 5G for future competition in mobile wireless
services, and the possibility for new products or technologies to be
enabled by 5G.

The interplay between wireline and wireless networks and how this is
evolving with the advent of 5G.

The extent to which consumers are able to reduce spending on mobile
wireless services or substitute to alternative products and services in
the event of a price increase.

Any di�erential impacts of higher prices or reduced options for mobile
wireless services on particular groups of consumers or businesses (e.g.
Canadians or Canadian businesses in rural areas, low income groups,
etc.), or any di�erential impacts of lower prices or greater choice on
these groups.
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The impact the proposed changes to the regulation of mobile wireless
services, including TRP CRTC 2021-130 , may have on the competitive
landscape of wireless markets in Canada.

The potential impacts of expanded wireless network capacity on a
provider’s ability or incentives to compete for additional customers.

Competition for consumer and small business internet services

Rogers and Shaw both provide wireline internet services to consumers and
small businesses. Rogers’ and Shaw’s wireline internet services are o�ered
mainly in Eastern Canada and Western Canada, respectively.

The Bureau seeks information from interested parties to advance its
investigation of wireline internet services. In particular, interested parties
may wish to provide information on the following topics, as they relate to
the provision of wireline internet services to consumers and small
businesses:

The impact of the Proposed Acquisition on price, quality of service,
promotions, or any other variable on which providers compete.

Any variation in prices, quality, product o�erings, and promotions in
the provision of wireline internet services among di�erent regions of
Canada (e.g. Eastern Canada and Western Canada).

The ways and extent to which wholesale wireline providers (also
referred to as Third Party Internet Access providers) compete for
consumers and small business customers.

The impact of 5G wireless home internet services in jurisdictions where
such services have been introduced.

The extent to which consumers are able to reduce spending on
wireline internet services or substitute to alternative products and

1
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services in the event of a price increase.

Any di�erential impacts of higher prices or reduced options for
wireline internet services on particular groups of consumers or
businesses (e.g. Canadians or Canadian businesses in rural areas, low
income groups, etc.), or any di�erential impacts of lower prices or
greater choice on these groups.

Competition for transport services

Wireline network operators may o�er intra-city or inter-city �bre transport
services on their networks to companies o�ering wireline internet services
or to business customers. Rogers and Shaw both operate wireline networks
across many regions in Canada.

The Bureau seeks information from interested parties to advance its
investigation of the impact of the Proposed Acquisition on �bre transport
services. In particular, interested parties may wish to comment on the
following:

The options available for wireline service providers for the provision of
�bre transport services in di�erent regions of Canada, including for
wireless backhaul.

Any relevant regulations relating to �bre transport services and the
e�ectiveness of these mechanisms.

Any factors, other than price, that can be in�uenced by wireline
network operators in the provision of wholesale access to competing
wireline internet providers.

The potential impact of the Proposed Acquisition on competition for
the supply of transport services, and the potential reactions of other
market participants.
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Downstream competition among BDUs and other content viewing
platforms

The traditional television industry is broadly composed of three types of
activities:

1. production (the creation of content),

2. aggregation (the amalgamation of content into programming
channels), and

3. distribution (the delivery of programming channels to consumers).

At the distribution level, Broadcasting Distribution Undertakings (BDUs)
compete against one another for the provision of television services via
cable, �bre, telephone line, or satellite. Rogers provides wireline television
services under its Ignite TV brand. Shaw provides wireline cable television
services and also provides satellite television services under its Shaw Direct
brand. Geographic overlap between Rogers’ and Shaw’s television services
arises only in regions where Shaw o�ers only satellite television services;
there is no geographic overlap in respect of Rogers’ and Shaw’s wireline
television services.

In addition to, or in lieu of the services o�ered by BDUs, consumers may
also spend time watching other content delivered via an internet
connection such as subscription platforms (e.g. Net�ix, Sportsnet Now), or
ad-supported platforms (e.g. YouTube, CTV.ca). Such services are
collectively referred to as Over-The-Top (OTT) platforms. The availability of
OTT services may be a contributing factor in subscriber attrition from BDU
services (referred to as “cord cutting” or “cord shaving”). Figure 1 depicts
the relationship between the various parties involved in the creation,
aggregation, and distribution of programming content.
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Figure 1: Relationships between the various parties involved in the
creation, aggregation, and distribution of programming content

Rogers, through its subsidiary Rogers Media Inc. (Rogers Media), provides
programming services as a Programming Undertaking (PU). In addition to
distributing programming services through Rogers’ BDU, Rogers Media
sells distribution rights to other Canadian BDUs, including Shaw.

The Bureau seeks information from interested parties to advance its
investigation of downstream broadcasting services. In particular, interested
parties may wish to comment on the following in respect of the provision of
BDU Services:

The impact of the Proposed Acquisition on television subscription
prices, quality of services, or any other variable on which BDUs
compete.
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Any impacts from the vertical integration of Rogers’ PUs with Shaw’s
BDU and wireline infrastructure, including in respect of operating
e�ciencies created by the integration or incentives toward competitors
that are created or augmented by the integration.

The ability of CRTC regulations or other governing bodies to prevent a
vertically integrated entity from: (1) limiting third party BDUs from
distributing its programming services, or (2) raising the costs of
programming for competitors to its downstream BDU.

How, and the extent to which, any other technological innovations (e.g.
5G, ATSC 3.0, etc.) will impact future competitive dynamics and
consumer habits regarding content viewing.

The ways and extent to which wholesale wireline providers (also
referred to as Third Party Internet Access providers) compete for the
provision of BDU services.

The evolution of Canadians’ content viewing habits (for example with
the advent and evolution of OTT services), how this has impacted and
will impact BDUs in the future.

The degree to which consumers are able to reduce their spend on
television services or substitute to alternative products and services in
the event of a price increase.

Any di�erential impacts of higher prices or reduced options for
television services on particular groups of consumers or businesses
(e.g. Canadians living in rural areas, low income groups, etc.), or any
di�erential impacts of lower prices or greater choice on such groups.

Competition for carriage on BDUs and OTT platforms
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PUs compete against one another for subscription revenue (via licensing
agreements with BDUs) and advertising revenue (via the sale of commercial
time slots). PUs purchase programming from producers or produce their
own programming, and aggregate that programming into a channel. PUs
then enter into agreements with BDUs and OTT platforms for carriage of
their channel. These licensing agreements are generally non-exclusive. PUs
can o�er a range of programming, including news, live sports, shows, or
other specialty content.

Rogers Media o�ers sports media, conventional channels, and specialty
channels, including Sportsnet, CityTV, OMNI, FX, and OLN.

PUs are often grouped by BDUs into packages, or sold individually, and
consumers are able to subscribe to multiple PUs through their BDU (or
possibly through an OTT platform). Rogers’ BDU distributes programming
acquired from Rogers Media, and other Canadian or international PUs.

The Bureau seeks information from interested parties to advance its
investigation of upstream broadcasting services. In particular, interested
parties may wish to provide information on the following:

The impact of the Proposed Acquisition on programming licence
prices, the quality of content, the availability of content to consumers,
or any other variable on which PUs compete, including any impacts
from the vertical integration of Rogers’ PU with Shaw’s BDU and
wireline infrastructure.

The ability of CRTC regulations or other governing bodies to prevent a
vertically integrated entity from limiting the access of competing third
party PUs to subscribers of the vertically integrated entity’s BDU
division.

Provision of RDU services
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PUs purchase programming from producers or produce their own
programming, and aggregate that programming into a channel. PUs then
enter into agreements with BDUs and OTT platforms for carriage of their
channel. In order to distribute a PU’s channel, a BDU must have access to
the PU’s feed via a wireline or satellite connection. If the BDU does not have
a direct wireline or satellite connection to the PU’s feed, another BDU with
the feed can act as a Relay Distribution Undertaking (RDU). An RDU is an
intermediary distributing these programming services to other BDUs that
lack direct access to the feed. Via an RDU connection, these BDUs can then
retransmit the PU’s feed to their own television customers. While Rogers
and Shaw primarily provide wireline BDU services in di�erent geographic
regions, they may enable third-party BDU competition in each other’s
territories through the provision of RDU services.

The Bureau seeks information from interested parties to advance its
investigation of RDU services. In particular, interested parties may wish to
comment on the following:

Whether the entities o�ering RDU services vary geographically across
Canada and the su�ciency of the options available in di�erent regions.

Whether BDU options vary geographically across Canada and the
alternatives available in di�erent regions.

Whether Rogers’ acquisition of Shaw’s RDU services may change the
merged entity’s relationships and incentives towards BDUs that Rogers
and Shaw currently provide RDU services to.

The role and the impact of CRTC regulation or other governing bodies
in respect of the relationship between RDU service providers and their
BDU clients.
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How to make a submission to the Bureau
The Bureau encourages all those with relevant information to con�dentially
share their information or experiences with the Bureau by October 29,
2021. Please provide information requested in all relevant �elds of the web-
form, including all necessary rationale and supporting evidence Any
information provided to the Bureau is treated as con�dential pursuant to
Section 29 of the Competition Act.  The Bureau’s information bulletin on the
communication of con�dential information under the Competition Act can
be found on its website.

Glossary
5G mobile technology
5G mobile technology refers to �fth generation wireless technology

ATSC 3.0
refers to a set of broadcast standards, also known as NextGen TV,
developed by the Advanced Television Systems Committee for digital
television transmission over terrestrial, cable and satellite networks

Backhaul
Backhaul refers to the infrastructure used to connect wireless cell sites to
one another and the core network, including but not limited to �bre and
microwave connections

Bell
Bell is a Canadian telecommunications company that provides wireless and
wireline services as well as media o�erings.

Bell provides wireless services under its Bell, Lucky Mobile, and Virgin
Mobile brands

Bell and Telus have a network sharing agreement that operates across
Canada.

2
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Bell provides wireline services under its Bell, BellAliant, BellMTS, Fibe,
NorthwesTel, and Virgin Mobile brands, as well as Bell Satellite TV

Bell media o�erings include sports (including TSN and RDS), television
& streaming, radio & podcasts, creative solutions, and out of home
services.

BDU
A Broadcast Distribution Undertaking is a business that sells linear video
content to subscribers via wireline or direct-to-home satellite. A BDU can
generally be thought of as a seller of television channel bundles

Cord Cutting/Cord Shaving
The practice of partially or completely replacing cable TV packages with
broadband connections and/or streaming services.

MVNO
A Mobile Virtual Network Operator or a wireless service provider that does
not own the wireless network over which it provides services to its
customers

OTT
An Over-The-Top platform is an entity that transmits content directly to a
Person without the content being transmitted or licensed through a
Distribution Undertaking. Examples of OTT platforms include Net�ix,
Amazon Prime, and Disney+

PU
A Programming Undertaking is an undertaking for the transmission of
programs, either directly by radio waves or other means of
telecommunication or indirectly through a distribution undertaking, for
reception by the public by means of broadcasting receiving apparatus. A PU
can generally be thought of as a television channel

RDU
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A Relay Distribution Undertaking is an entity that provides distribution
services to another distribution undertaking for purposes of that
distribution undertaking retransmitting to end consumers

Rogers
Rogers is a Canadian telecommunications company that provides wireless
services, cable wireline and media o�erings.

Rogers o�ers wireless services under its Rogers, Chatr, and Fido brands

Rogers provides high-speed internet, cable television, and phone
services

Rogers media o�erings include Sports (including Sportsnet), television
& streaming, radio & podcasts, creative solutions, and out of home
services.

Shaw
Shaw is a Canadian telecommunications company operating in the wireless
and wireline segments.

Shaw o�ers postpaid and prepaid wireless services through its Shaw
Mobile and Freedom mobile brands

Shaw’s consumer wireline services include broadband internet, Shaw
Go WiFi, Video, and traditional home phone services

Shaw provides business customers with internet, data security, WiFi,
and phone services.

Telus
Telus is a Canadian telecommunications company that provides wireless
and wireline services.

Telus provides wireless services under its Telus, Koodo, and Public
Mobile brands

Telus and Bell have a network sharing agreement that operates across
Canada
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Telus provides high-speed internet, wireline television and home phone
services.

Transport services
Transport services refer to point-to-point telecommunication service
between two locations which can be intra-city (within a city), inter-city
(between two cities), or inter region (between two regions)

TRP 2021-130
TRP 2021-130 refers to the Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2021-130 issued
by the CRTC on April 15, 2021 relating to its review of mobile wireless
services (CRTC 2019-57)

Wholesale wireline access
Wholesale wireline access refers to the provision of wireline services to a
service provider for the purpose of resale

Wireless networks
Wireless networks refer to the infrastructure use to provide wireless
services Wireless services

Wireless services
Wireless services refer to the provision of mobile communication services
including voice, text, data, mobile broadband internet, and applications to
consumers and business users of mobile devices

Wireline networks
Wireline networks refer to the infrastructure use to provide wireline
services Wireline services

Wireline services
Wireline services refer to any wireline telecommunications service including
voice services (i.e. telephone), data services, television, internet access, or
bundles This section break marks the end of the document and should not
be removed
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How to contact the Competition Bureau
Anyone wishing to obtain additional information about the Competition Act,
the Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act (except as it relates to food), the
Textile Labelling Act, the Precious Metals Marking Act or the program of
written opinions, or to �le a complaint under any of these acts should
contact the Competition Bureau's Information Centre:

Web site

www.competitionbureau.gc.ca

Address

Information Centre 
Competition Bureau 
50 Victoria Street 
Gatineau, Quebec 
K1A 0C9

Telephone

Toll-free: 1-800-348-5358 
National Capital Region: 819-997-4282 
TTY (for hearing impaired) 1-866-694-8389

Facsimile

819-997-0324

Footnotes
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This is a CRTC decision that, among other things, (i) mandates
that certain carriers (including Bell, Rogers and Telus) o�er low
cost mobile wireless plans and (ii) mandates that certain carriers
provide access to their networks to “mobile virtual network
operators” (“MVNOs”) in certain circumstances.

1

Section 29 of the Competition Act.2

Date modi�ed:
2022-01-20
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Honour the memory of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

Canada.ca
 

Competition Bureau Canada>

Competition Bureau seeks information
from market participants to advance
investigation of Rogers’ proposed
acquisition of Shaw
From: Competition Bureau Canada

News release
New Request for Information highlights areas under investigation

September 28, 2021 – GATINEAU, QC – Competition Bureau

The Competition Bureau has issued a request for information (RFI) to help
gather facts about Rogers’ proposed acquisition of Shaw.

The RFI – which highlights the areas of interest to the Bureau– invites market
participants and Canadians to submit relevant information to assist the
Bureau with its investigation.

The Bureau is investigating whether the proposed merger is likely to result in
a substantial lessening or prevention of competition for mobile wireless,
wireline internet and broadcasting services – which are provided by both
companies.
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The Bureau is seeking information to further assess potential impacts on
competition in the following areas:

Mobile wireless services to consumers
Consumer and small business internet services
Fibre transport services
The supply of programming to television providers (or Broadcasting
Distribution Undertakings [BDUs])
The provision of relay distribution services to BDUs

The Bureau encourages all those with relevant information to share this
information with the Bureau by October 29, 2021. Any information shared with
the Bureau will be kept confidential.

The Bureau is using all of the tools at its disposal to advance its investigation.
This includes recently obtaining court orders requiring Xplornet, Bell, TELUS
and Vidéotron to produce information related to mobile wireless services that
is relevant to the Bureau’s investigation.

The Bureau’s review is ongoing and no conclusions have been made at this
time.

Quick facts
Information provided to the Bureau in connection with its mandate will
be protected as confidential, subject to certain exceptions explained in
the Information Bulletin on Communication of Confidential
Information Under the Competition Act.

The Bureau works to complete our reviews as expeditiously as possible
based on the complexity of the transaction and steps necessary to
gather the facts and evaluate the evidence.
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Wireless services refer to the provision of mobile communication
services including voice, text, data, mobile broadband internet, and
applications to consumers and business users of mobile devices

Wireline services refer to any wireline telecommunications service
including voice services (i.e. telephone), data services, television,
internet access, or bundles of these services

Transport services refer to point-to-point telecommunication service
between two locations which can be intra-city (within a city), inter-city
(between two cities), or inter region (between two regions)

Broadcasting services refers to a range of services offered in relation to
television broadcasting, and includes both business-to-business
services (e.g. the provision of relay distribution services or the supply
of television channels to BDUs) and consumer services (i.e. the supply
of television channels or OTT services to consumers via subscriptions)

Related products
Request for Information – Rogers Communications Inc. / Shaw
Communications Inc.

Submission form

Information Bulletin on Communication of Confidential
Information Under the Competition Act

Associated links
Competition Bureau obtains court orders to advance investigation
of Rogers’ proposed acquisition of Shaw
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https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04603.html
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/frm-eng/MBED-C47KMR
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/03597.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2021/08/competition-bureau-obtains-court-orders-to-advance-investigation-of-rogers-proposed-acquisition-of-shaw.html


Competition Bureau to review the proposed acquisition of Shaw by
Rogers

Merger Review Process Guidelines

Merger Review Process and Feedback Form

Contacts
For media enquiries, please contact: 
Media Relations 
Email: media-cb-bc@cb-bc.gc.ca

For general enquiries, please contact: 
Enquiries | Complaints

Stay connected:  
Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn | YouTube | RSS Feed | Email Distribution
List

The Competition Bureau, as an independent law enforcement agency,
ensures that Canadian businesses and consumers prosper in a competitive
and innovative marketplace.

Search for related information by keyword: Competition | Competitiveness
| Mergers | Competition Bureau Canada | Canada | Business and industry
| general public | news releases | Hon. François-Philippe Champagne

Date modified:
2021-09-28
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https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2021/03/competition-bureau-to-review-the-proposed-acquisition-of-shaw-by-rogers.html
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/03423.html
https://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/frm-eng/GH%C3%89T-83KK9Y
mailto:media-cb-bc@cb-bc.gc.ca
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/frm-eng/GH%C3%89T-7SEN3J
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/frm-eng/GH%C3%89T-7TDNA5
https://twitter.com/CompBureau
https://www.facebook.com/competitionbureaucanada
https://www.linkedin.com/company/canadian-competition-bureau/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWEkolOpjOruSK_lbGuhfVA
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/rss.html
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/00104.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Competition&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Competitiveness&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Mergers&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Competition%20Bureau%20Canada&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Canada&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Business%20and%20industry&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=general%20public&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=news%20releases&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
https://www.canada.ca/en/sr/srb/sra.html?_charset_=UTF-8&allq=Hon.%20Fran%C3%A7ois-Philippe%20Champagne&exctq=&anyq=&noneq=&fqupdate=&dmn=&fqocct=#wb-land
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